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Project Information
W

orthington Millwork was contracted to provide
the architectural fiberglass columns and
balustrade systems for a renovation of the charming
James Wade Bolton House in Alexandria, LA.
This project was a historical renovation and of
great significance to the town of Alexandria. To
preserve the integrity of this turn-of-the-century
home, an original baluster was perfectly replicated
to create a whole new balustrade system. Similar
components were also used in manufacturing the
column shafts, capitals, bases and other parts
of the balustrade system. The end result is a
completed project, made with modern materials,
while keeping the historic proportions and
architecture of the 1899 construction period of the
project.
Worthington Millwork can exactly replicate
components into new and everlasting beautiful
pieces that can not only stand the test of time, but
continue the historic legacy they are an integral part
of. Please trust that we can handle your project with
the very same care and respect it commands.
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Be sure to visit our website for the latest
news and company information.
You can even shop on-line at:
http://shop.worthingtonmillwork.com/

Before Pictures

Our Products Will Never Rot

These pictures depict the unfortunate signs of wood-rot and deterioration to be expected of a
century-old home.
By utilizing modern technology and materials, we were able to revive this historic home while
preserving its traditional heritage.
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Shop Drawings
Balustrade System
Part # Custom Baluster
3-3/4” W X 19-1/4” H Custom Polyurethane
Baluster for 5-1/4” Balustrade System
Part # 21-200 Top Rail
5-1/2” Polyurethane Top rail for 5-1/2” balustrade
system
Part # 21-260 Bottom Rail
5-1/4” Polyurethane Bottom Rail for 5-1/2”
balustrade system
Part # 21-200-CR Top Rail
5-1/2” Polyurethane Radius Top rail for 5-1/2”
balustrade system
Part # 21-260-CR Bottom Rail
5-1/4” Polyurethane Radius Bottom Rail for 5-1/2”
balustrade system
Part # 25-200-AL
Rail Kit for 5-1/2” Balustrade System - Aluminum
Hardware
Part # 26-250
4” Support block for 5-1/2” Polyurethane
Balustrade system
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All Products

100%

Proudly Made in the USA

Manufacturing
Fiberglass Columns
Part # 11410PL
Plain Round tapered
WorthingtonCast™ Fiberglass column
(Fiberglass FRP Composite)
Part # 1EMN14
Empire with Necking Capital for round
WorthingtonCast™ Fiberglass Column
(Fiberglass FRP Composite)
Empire with Necking
Capital (Part # 1EMN14)

Part # 1ATT14
14” Attic Base for Round
WorthingtonCast™ Column
(Polyurethane)

Receive Made-In-America Architectural
Products or your order is on us!
Original baluster (right) sent from
client. New baluster (left) made from
polyurethane.
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Did you know you can find all of the
products used for this project in our
catalog and on our website?

After Pictures

Quality to Stand the Test of Time
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The Worthington Pledge
Worthington Millwork has been committed to selling the highest quality American Made
architectural products to the commercial and residential industry for over 30 years. This
commitment to such high quality standards and beliefs is what has helped Worthington to be
successful and has also set the benchmark for the architectural products industry as THE source
of high quality. All of our products are authentic and American Made which further ensures the
excellence as we are able to hold high quality control standards on each and every part that
leaves our facilities. We feel that this is our primary responsibility to our clients, which helps
us hold up to their high expectations, as we guarantee exceptional integrity of each and every
product we make. No matter if you are installing crown molding in a single bedroom of a house,
or a balustrade system on the exterior façade of a 25 story project, Worthington has the capacity,
knowledge, and experience to make your project run as smooth as possible. We stay true to the
belief that we make each part one at a time and we will sell them one at a time. With that mentality
and corporate cultural belief we stand firm in saying that our products are to be used when only
the best will do.
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